Isaac Castaneda
My Portfolio

Hello there, my name is Isaac Castaneda. I’m 16 years old, born in Austin Texas, and
I’m a sophomore at Akins High School, currently taking Animation with Mr. Broome.
Although I joined the class during the second semester, I’m about caught up with
everyone else. Anyways, I’m just your typical teenager. I game, I drum, I code, and I
draw. I’ve been into computers and machines and all sorts of stuff since the age of 3.
Technology is what’s molded me through my childhood, and it’s stuck with me. I can’t
wait to see what’s in store this year, and I hope you enjoy my portfolio!

1: Background Lesson One

For my first project, I used Flash to create a background for my very first animation. I
used the rectangle tool and a linear gradient to create the sky, while using whole
shapes to create the mountains and rivers and grass so I could color and fill them in.

2. Characters Lesson Two

My second project is about characters. I researched butterflies and fireflies, and with a
bit of my own touch I created these bugs. I then animated the drawings to repeat so
they can look like they are flying across the stage.
3. Animation Lesson One

https://youtu.be/hI-PmNqWObI

My third project is all my work done so far put together. I used key frames, motion
tweens, and animated symbols to create this short animation for a story. Each scene
had to be set up separately and animated on the time line. The animation was then
uploaded to Youtube.

4. Magix Music Studio

https://youtu.be/HxvSlSR-tGE

Next up, I used Magix, a music software, to create a song for my animations by
creating my own instruments or using the loops provided by the software.
5. Hand Drawn Animation One

https://youtu.be/sPbQkNGPP84

For this project, I created this hand drawn animation of a ball bouncing to illustrate the
timing and spacing that the laws of nature cause.

6. Animation Test 1

https://youtu.be/S4zQeet7ZWs

Next up, I had to make this animation of a car driving on my own using written
instructions. I included an animated symbol and items using the elements and
principles of design. This was also uploaded to Youtube.
7. T-shirt Contest

While I joined Animation after the contest ended, I still made a mock-up design of
what I could have submitted for the Akins New Tech T-Shirt Contest.

8. Drum Animation

https://youtu.be/-6O7uMkXSyU

For my second hand drawn animation, I drew a hand hitting a drum to practice a flip
motion with more than one timing and spacing speeds.
9. Script

While this itself isn’t a project, I wrote this script as a basis for my next project, an
animation for a children’s book.
In a land, far, far away... There was a boy named Sack.
Sack boy was always sad. He was shy and hid from people.
But one day, Sack found an empty sand box.
The sand box looked abandoned, and beaten down.
Sack boy decided he’d spend his time fixing the sand box.
Sack boy finally began to feel happy. He worked day and night on the sand box, making sure it
would look nicer and sturdier.
Sack boy finally finished, and the sand box was amazing. The sand box was being used again,
and Sack boy was happy once more.
All was peaceful, and everyone was happy. For now, of course.

10. Naviance

I used Naviance to select and document my classes for the rest of the time I am at
Akins.
11. Storyboard

For this project, I was given a storyboard template and I gave my script some life with
some drawings in Photoshop.
12. Zombie Animation

https://youtu.be/ctB5uj5irSQ

I used Flash, Premiere and sound effect mp3 files to create this short animation for
Halloween.

13. Egg Skirt Animation

https://youtu.be/U5On71ng6xY

I learned how to show the weight of cloth in this short animation that I hand drew and
edited in Premiere.
14. Backgrounds and Characters

I used Flash to create these environments for my Children’s Story animation.

I used Flash to create these characters for my children’s book.

15. Bone Tool

https://youtu.be/xAnHTq15u5U

I used Flash and the Bone Tool to create an armature or bones which allowed me to
move the parts of my character for animating with key frames called a Pose.
16. Children’s Book Animation

https://youtu.be/b6j7YiTHZfg

I created this Children book based off the script I wrote, and the backgrounds and
characters I created. I highly enjoyed making this despite my timeframe difficulties,
and I learned a lot.

17. Game Sketch

I created this sketch of a video game character for our mentor in California who asked
for some concept art from our class.

18. Demo Reel

https://youtu.be/v_b8ddlbbas

I created this Demo Reel that you are watching in Premiere to showcase all my
projects in this class. This wraps up my demo reel, and I hope you enjoyed it!

19: Independent Script

For this next project, I wrote a script. We were given no instructions, thus we were
able to write a script freely with whatever we wanted to envision. And so, I wrote
this.
20. Independent Storyboard

To go along with the script, I gave my script some life and visualized it, doing some
rough drawings and sketches then placing it on the storyboard.

21. Independent Animation

https://youtu.be/fke72Z6Zzz0

After a lot of time passing, I have finished this Independent Animation. It is a story
about a girl, a boy and his snake and the meeting of the three. I hope you enjoy it!
22. Hand-Drawn Double Take

https://youtu.be/TAOhWppVGuM

Next up, I learned how a head turns and created this ‘head-turning’ animation using
paper and pencil. We then scanned it to the computer and edited it in Premiere.

23. Independent Animation Characters

For my independent animation, I needed characters, so I have made this as of now.
This will be updated when I have more.
24. Independent Animation Backgrounds

As well as characters, I needed backgrounds for my animation, so I created this.

25. SLO Test #2

https://youtu.be/ny9F6cP5C_Q

Using flash, I created this short animation for a movie introduction.

26. Certiport Test

I took all my knowledge over this year and took the Certification test for Adobe Flash
CS 6. I passed it, and now have 2 certifications with Adobe!

27. Online Portfolio

http://iccast116.wix.com/isaacanimation

For my final project, I converted my Word Portfolio into an Online Portfolio using the
Website Creator https://www.wix.com. This wraps up my portfolio, and I hope you
enjoyed it!

